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Learn more about what our creative

agency has to offer as well as how

much we charge for our services

beyond creative co. 
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CONSULTANCY  & STRATEGY

In this stage, we use our expertise to advise how best to

represent your brand, from new creations to enhancing

your existing brand.

DESIGN

The next stage is bringing the vision to life. Design is where

we implement the branding strategy through online and

offline creation.

There are many types of design works we carry out, just

see some of the many examples we have to offer.

Branding

Social media graphic

£40 .00  PER  HOUR

Logos

eBooks

Presentations

Business cards

Brochures

CVs/Resumes
Infographics

Advertisement 

Social media branding
Videos

Events collateral 

Blog design

Stock images

Newsletters

Gift certificates

Flyers

Tickets

Reports

Proposals

Media kits

Branding guidelines

Animated graphics
Product labels

Magazines
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online presence, it’s essential that your marketing

plan is closely aligned with your goals.

We start by looking at the bigger picture, ensuring

that all of your marketing efforts are

closely integrated.

Content Marketing

£40 .00  PER  HOUR

Marketing
Whether you’re starting out from

scratch or looking to expand your 

Email Marketing

£40 .00  PER  HOUR

Marketing Collateral

£40 .00  PER  HOUR

Marketing Automation

£40 .00  PER  HOUR
MONTHLY  MARKETING  PACKAGES  AVAILABLE

Prices available on a quote basis depending on requirements

Take a look at the various Marketing

services we offer to take your

business to the level it deserves.
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A solid social media strategy is based on a firm

understanding of what your business stands for and

who your customers are. Once identified, it will

ensure the content of your social media campaigns

are high-quality, relevant and targeted.

We help you to determine a strategy based on your

ideal customer's demographic, making it even

easier to attract them to your site.

See some examples of our client's social

media channels.

Social Media
Management

32,000+

WALKER HAMILL, RECRUITMENT & EXECUTIVE SEARCH

10,000+

DECA MOTORS LIMITED, CAR DEALERSHIP

A M C H A R A
H E A L T H  R E T R E A T S

23,000+

AMCHARA HEALTH RETREATS, HEALTH & WELLNESS

Also available in our Account Management service

STARTING  FROM  £40 .00
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/walker-hamill
https://www.linkedin.com/company/walker-hamill
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Web development and design go hand-in-hand, but they couldn't be

more different. They rely on one another as they both play a crucial

part in how a website acts, looks and feels.

WEB  DEVELOPMENT

Before you can design a website, you first need to

develop it. Think of web development as the

foundations of a house; you first need to make it

structurally sound before picking your paint colours.

The development looks after the back-end of a

website and involves building from the ground up.

Some examples of this would be coding, creating

pages, installing plugins and building a CMS system.

Web Development & Design

Website
framwork

Custom
coding

Enable and
disable
elements

Builder
options
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It's crucial to aid your customer's journey on your website,

making it as easy as possible to interact and find what they

are looking for. Doing so, will encourage them to complete

call-to-actions, i.e. buy a product or contact you.

Web Development & Design

£40 .00  PER  HOUR

Scrolling
content

Clear
call-to-action

Responsive
design

Easy
navigation 

WEB  DESIGN

With the development underway, we can now turn our attention to

the front-end, the design. We design on the principles of

UX/UI design to strike the right balance between the

interface and the user's experience.

For both Web Development and Web Design

All design elements need to be functional, but they

also need to be responsive - desktop and mobile

compatible as well as SEO-friendly. 
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In the right circumstances, online

advertising can be a very effective method

of marketing, especially as a wider

campaign.

With advertising experts onboard, we can

manage your advertising project from start

to finish, by combining all the necessary

elements in a cohesive way.

Advertising is a targeted and measurable

way of marketing; short and long-term value

can be strategised within an ever-evolving

campaign for maximum effectiveness.

Advertising

Minimum budgets per channel apply

PRICE  ON  REQUEST

Affiliate
Marketing

Display
Advertising

Pay Per Click
(PPC)

Retargeting and
Remarketing

Social Ads

Radio and
Podcasts

Search Engine
Marketing (SEM)

Videos
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Search Engine Optimisation
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) makes your site more visible to search engines, which in turn makes it more easily

accessible to potential customers. SEO improves awareness of your brand among searchers who would otherwise

choose the same products or services from a competitor’s brand. Our committed specialists provide you with

customised SEO services to suit your specific business needs. That means skilfully combining design, usability, and

copywriting to make your site more visible to search engines. See some examples of different SEO services.

ECOMMERCE  SEO

Increase the visibility of your online store

and convert more of your web visitors to

paying customers.

ENTERPRISE  SEO

Whether your business is a generalist or

niche, aiming to scale your SEO will ensure

you retain your place in the online market.

OFF-SITE  SEO

To boost the authority of a site, we

provide link building services that drive

relevant links back to your domain.

LOCAL  SEO

Increase online visibility at a local level and

drive more footfall straight to your door

with our bespoke local SEO solutions.

MOBILE  SEO

Ensure your website performs well on

mobile and satisfies Google's

requirements for mobile-first indexing.

INTERNATIONAL  SEO

Increase your global online presence with

a targeted International SEO campaign,

perfect for multi-office companies.

MONTHLY  SEO  PACKAGES  AVAILABLE
Prices available on a quote basis,

depending on your requirements
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NEW Speed Optimisation
It's thought that on average, 53% of site visits are abandoned if pages take longer than 3 seconds to load, which can be hugely

problematic if you rely on your site to generate income, i.e. an eCommerce store.

Our Speed Optimisation service is handled by our in-house experts to ensure that your website is fully optimised, improving the speed

and functionality of both the front and back end as well as increasing your organic SEO ranking. This technical process includes caching,

configuring and optimisation the database, dealing with bad requests and brutal force - to name a few.

As well as being extremely skilled in this area, we believe we are one of the only agencies that ensures a GTmetrix score of 90% or higher. 

WP  ROCKET™

WP Rocket is the go-to caching and

performance optimisation software that

improves the loading speed of your

website. It integrates all the latest

performance features: deferred loading,

minification and concatenation of HTML

code, CSS and JavaScript files.

GLOBAL  CDN

Our CDN service speeds up your

website by bringing your content

closer to your users by minimising

latency and maximising performance,

globally. On average, our websites

load at 0.7 secs with CDN installed

compared to 2.5 secs without.

IMAGE  OPTIMISATION

We optimise your media by enabling

lazy load, resizing, compressing and

improving your images on your

website. This service is crucial to

improving your GTmetrix, and Google

PageSpeed Insights scores as well as

enhancing the end user's experience. 
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Some features require 1-year agreements



A  CLASS  ARTIFICIAL  GRASS  (LANDSCAPE)

PageSpeed Score: 100%

YSlow Score: 96%

Fully Load Time: 0.7 seconds

Requests: 19

80  STONE  COFFEE  ROASTERS  (ECOMMERCE)

PageSpeed Score: 98%

YSlow Score: 95%

Fully Load Time: 1.7 seconds

Requests: 24

NEW Speed Optimisation
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BETS  SPRAY  RENDERS  (CONSTRUCTION)

PageSpeed Score: 91%

YSlow Score: 92%

Fully Load Time: 1.1 seconds

Requests: 16

SIR  GUY  LITESPEED  (SPORTS BLOG)

PageSpeed Score: 99%

YSlow Score: 97%

Fully Load Time: 1.2 seconds

Requests: 26

NEW Speed Optimisation
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Hosting
Built on leading edge technology, our cloud web hosting packages give you everything you need to

excel online. The following features are included as standard in all our Hosting packages.

99.9% UPTIME

We’re eagle-eyed when it comes to threats

and monitor performance around the clock to

ensure our servers stay secure and online.

STEELY  SECURITY  

Advanced firewalls and a data centre with

multiple levels of security are just a couple of

the ways we protect your products from threats.

FUTURE-PROOFING

We make sure you have access to

the latest versions of PHP and

MySQL and the likes.

UNLIMITED  BANDWIDTH  & STORAGE

Your web hosting comes with as much

bandwidth and storage as you need, all

included in the price.

ONE-CLICK  INSTALL

Our fuss-free one-click installs are available for

multiple popular applications, including

essential CMSs like WordPress and Drupal.

cPANEL  CONTROL

This clutter-free easy-to-navigate

control panel makes managing

your website a piece of cake.

Already hosted elsewhere? See the Migration section for more information
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Looking for a fully managed solution? Learn more about our Account Management services.



£10 .00  PER  MONTH

Hosting

£5 .00  PER  MONTH£15 .00  PER  MONTH £20 .00  PER  MONTH

Standard Corporate eCommerce Subdomains

Fast PHP

On-demand backups

Up to 100 domain
mailboxes

1CPU / 1GB Memory

Full DNS management

Speed-boasting
caching

1-year agreement 1-year agreement 1-year agreement 6 months agreement

Ideal for blogs, social
and small businesses

Ultrafast PHP

On-demand backups

Unlimited domain
mailboxes

1CPU / 2GB Memory

Full DNS management

Speed-boasting
caching

Ideal for larger
organisations

Ultrafast PHP

On-demand backups

Unlimited domain
mailboxes

2CPU / 4GB Memory

Full DNS management

Speed-boasting
caching

Ideal for businesses
that sell online

Unlimited subdomains

Fast to ultrafast PHP

On-demand backups

1CPU / 1GB Memory

Full DNS management

Speed-boasting
caching

Ideal for separating
parts of your site, i.e.
shop.yourdomain.com
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£40 .00  PER  MONTH

Account Management

£70 .00  PER  MONTH £100 .00  PER  MONTH

Standard Reporting Reporting + Social

1 -year agreement 3 months agreement 1-month agreement

MOST  POPU L A R  PACKAG E

Essential plugin updates

Essential security updates

Essential software updates

Essential theme updates

Site health notifications

Full site test incl. error scans

Month-on-month custom
reports via Google Analytics

Everything in Standard plus:

Advanced reporting on
individual social channels

Everything in Reporting plus:

Exclusive behavioural
features with reporting

Website optimisation and
improvement suggestions

See Analytics section for more
information

See Social Media Management
for more information

Allocated time spent on
social media management,
i.e. posting content

Social media optimisation

NEW Daily backups
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Google Analytics is a one-stop-shop where you get an

overview of your visitors’ behaviour when they’re interacting

with your brand online. Since it’s the biggest search engine in

the world, it should come as no surprise that measuring and

tracking your presence within Google is imperative.

Our bespoke reports are designed in line with your

business and marketing objectives. This data is

paramount to ensuring month-on-month

improvements, and we do this by determining

performance and spotting trends, allowing

actionable insight to drive performance.

Examples of data included in our reports are:

Analytics £50 .00  PER  REPORT

Also available in our Account Management service

Visualise behaviour: Understand what users want, care about and

do on your site by visually representing their clicks, taps and

scrolling behaviour – which are the strongest indicators of visitor

motivation and desire.

ADVANCED  ANALYTICS BEHAVIOUR  ANALYTICS

See what your users see: Eliminate guesswork with

Recordings of real visitor behaviour on your site. By seeing

your visitor’s clicks, taps and mouse movements, you can

identify usability issues on the fly and issues they encounter.

Where are your visitors dropping off: Find the biggest

opportunities for improvement and testing by identifying

on which page and at which step most visitors are leaving

your site.

CONVERSION  FUNNELS

VISITOR  RECORDINGS

HEATMAPS

How many visits, sessions and users

Top channels, i.e. direct, organic search,

social and referrals

Top entering/exit pages, as well as

landing pages

Devices information, i.e. desktop/mobile
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It’s thought that around 1.3 billion domain names are registered every year; that works out more than 3.5

million every day. So, getting the right one is essential to making your website stand out from the crowd.

We offer thousands of domain names to choose from. We also provide over 500 types of non-traditional

domain name extensions, giving you even more chance of finding the one that’s the perfect fit for your

brand, business or blog. The following features are included as standard in all our Domain packages.

Domains

FREE  WHOIS  DOMAIN  PRIVACY

We know how important your privacy

is. Unlike some other companies, we

don't charge to hide your information

from public databases. 

UNLIMITED  SUBDOMAINS

Craft as many unique content

areas on your site as you like, i.e.

shop.yourdomain.com, for only £5

per month.

EASY  ADMIN

Carry out administrative jobs

such as ownership updates and

DNS adjustments from one easy-

to-use interface.

Already have your domain? See the Migration section for more information

FROM  £1 .00  PER  MONTH
Based on a 1-year agreement on traditional domains, for example, co.uk, .org.uk 

Non-traditional domain name extensions are available on a quote basis
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Every day more than 124 billion emails are sent

between businesses alone. For decades, they

have acted as a trusted form of communication

internationally.

In this day and age, there’s no room for sub-par

email systems. This is where our Domain Email

Hosting comes in; simple, flexible and powerful.

Take your emails to the level by giving it a

professional edge and communicate with your

customers from info@yourdomain.com instead of

Hotmail, Gmail etc.

Domain Emails

Included in all of our Hosting packages

ALWAYS  FROM  FREE

Up to unlimited mailboxes

Anti-spam and anti-virus

Access via webmail, desktop

client, iOS and Android apps

NEW read receipts

NEW video calling

Organisation features including

contacts, calendar and search

500MB email storage included

Auto-responders, catch-all,

forwarding, email rule and aliases

IMAP and POP3 support

Already have your emails set up elsewhere? See the

Migration section for more information

Upgrade to 10GB email storage

Upgrade to 30GB email storage

FREE

£3.00

£5.00

PER ACC/MO (BILLED YEARLY)
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When you add an SSL certificate to your site, you ring-fence it from the prying eyes of the internet. It’s a

bulwark that protects any sensitive data that passes through your website, from passwords to credit

card details. The following features are included as standard in all our Security packages.

Security 

SHIELD  SENSITIVE  DATA

Our SSLs harness one of the most

secure encryption methods

going – 256-bit encryption – to

stonewall the sinister from

snooping on your website’s

private data.

Already have an SSL Certificate elsewhere? See the Migration section for more information

GOOGLE’S  WARNINGS

On 24th July 2018, Google

started showing the warning

‘Not Secure’ next to the web

address bar of websites without

SSLs, making unsecured sites

seems less trustworthy.

UP  ONLINE  SALES

Sites with SSL certificates

feature a padlock icon

and/or a green address

bar in users’ browsers,

showing you’re safe to do

business with.

STEP-UP  YOUR  SEO

One of the many checks

search engines scores your

website on are SSL

certificates. Adding one to

your site can give you a little

boost up the rankings.
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£2 .50  PER  MONTH

Security

£15 .00  PER  MONTH£5 .00  PER  MONTH £10 .00  PER  MONTH

Basic SSL Standard SSL Premium SSL Wildcard SSL

Ideal for websites that
offer no services (both
online and offline)

3 months agreement 1-year agreement 1-year agreement 1-year agreement

256-bit (2048 bit-key)
encryption level

Browser padlock

99.9% mobile and
browsers supported

Manual re-issues

£0 warranty

Ideal for blogs and
social websites

256-bit (2048 bit-key)
encryption level

Browser padlock

99.9% mobile and
browsers supported

Unlimited re-issues

Site Seal displayed

£80,000 warranty

Ideal for businesses
and organisations

256-bit (2048 bit-key)
encryption level

Browser padlock

99.9% mobile and
browsers supported

Unlimited re-issues

Site Seal displayed

£200,000 warranty

Protects one domain +
unlimited subdomains

256-bit (2048 bit-key)
encryption level

Browser padlock

99.9% mobile and
browsers supported

Unlimited re-issues

Site Seal displayed

£200,000 warranty
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Migrations

If you're considering moving one or more services over to us but already have commitments elsewhere,

you may be subject to migration fees.

These processes can be quite technical and timely, but don't worry; our specialist team will ensure

everything goes as smoothly as possible.

HOSTING

Already have a website up and running with another provider? You can still enjoy everything we have to offer

once we have successfully migrated your site over to us. We'll ensure your website (front-end and back-end)

acts, looks and feels exactly like it does now - if not better. The best part? We promise no interference with

zero downtime, and you won't have to lift a finger. 

Hosting migrations cost a one-time fee of £40.00 for standard websites, i.e. a blog, social or small business.

For eCommerce and enterprise websites, it will cost a one-time fee of £80.00.
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Migrations

DOMAINS

To be fully hosted with us, we’ll need to transfer your domain registry so that everything is cohesively together.

Domain migrations cost the price of your annual domain renewal, i.e. £15.00 for .com. However, we’ll extend

your renewal for another year, making it technically free.

SSL  CERTIFICATES

If you’ve already purchased an SSL Certificate elsewhere and you'd like to use it on a domain hosted with us,

then we’re able to install third-party SSL Certificates.

SSL Certificate migrations cost £20.00 per year.

EMAIL  HOSTING

Already have your emails setup? Our email migration service ensures all of your current mailboxes transfer

over without a hitch. We’ll even back up and transfer your current content if your current provider allows it.

Email migrations cost a one-time fee of £25.00.
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Learn More

If you like what you see and

you’re looking for more

information about the types of

clients we work with, click to view

our portfolio

Here you’ll see live examples of work

we’ve carried out, from branding to

websites – all in one handy

document

https://www.beyond-co.com/guides/our-portfolio.pdf
https://www.beyond-co.com/guides/our-portfolio.pdf


+447447945196

Let’s Go Beyond
Ordinary, Together

beyond creative co. 

creative@beyond-co.com

www.beyond-co.com/creative

© 2020 BEYOND CO. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

https://wa.me/07447945196
https://www.facebook.com/wearebeyondco
https://www.instagram.com/wearebeyondco
https://www.m.me/wearebeyondco
https://www.twitter.com/wearebeyondco
https://www.linkedin.com/company/beyond-co
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